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Balistic magnetoresistance in nanocontacts electrochemically grown
between macro- and microscopic ferromagnetic electrodes
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~Received 8 August 2001; accepted for publication 11 January 2002!

Our results prove the local origin of magnetoresistance in electrochemically deposited Ni
nanocontacts. Experiments have been done using a complex setup for bothin situ growth and
ballistic magnetoresistance~BMR! measurements. Nanocontacts have been grown between two
macroscopic Ni wires.In situ experiments with variation of the nanocontact diameter from 3 to 20
nm have been done using the same pair of wires. BMR values from 0.5% to 100% have been
observed but no correlation of BMR value with the sample resistance, i.e., with the nanocontact
cross section, has been found. These results show that the BMR in the nanometric size contact is
determined by local geometrical and magnetic structures near the nanocontact rather than by the
contact cross section itself. The hypothesis of existence of the intrinsic nonmagnetic dead layer in
the ferromagnetic nanocontact is proposed to account for the BMR properties of the nanometric size
contacts. Additionally, we report a BMR value of 200% in a Ni nanocontact~5 nm diameter!
electrochemically grown between two nonmagnetic macroscopic gold wires. An external magnetic
field has been used during the electrochemical deposition to fix the easy magnetic axis of the
deposited Ni layer. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1459108#
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Ballistic magnetoresistance~BMR! in ferromagnetic
atomic size~less than 1 nm diameter! nanocontacts were firs
reported in 1999.1 The physical origin of the large magne
toresistance~MR! values~up to 300% at room temperature!
is a modification of the spin-dependent transparency of
nanocontact by the external magnetic field that changes
orientation of magnetization in an area of a few nanome
near the contact.2 The BMR is a local effect, i.e., local mag
netization near the contact plays the dominant role. Atom
size contacts are stable for a few minutes only, which imp
technological applications. Subsequent investigations h
shown very large BMR~up to 700%! at room temperature
for nanometric size~1–100 nm diameter! contacts.3,4 These
nanocontacts were electrochemically grown between two
romagnetic wires and they are stable for days. Stable B
structures can successfully compete with giant MR5 and tun-
nel MR6 structures for applications as local magnetic sens
or as reading magnetic heads. An important question, wh
is very significant for practical applications, is the role of t
bulk ferromagnetic electrodes. The use of large ferrom
netic electrodes~5 mm long and 0.1 mm diameter Ni wire!
raises the question of the possible role of bulk magnetic
fects, such as static magnetic forces or magnetostriction
the other hand, the structures with nanocontacts can
function as local sensors if it is necessary to modify
magnetization of the bulk electrodes to get a magnetore
tive response. The experiments reported here prove the
origin of the BMR in electrochemically deposited nanoco
tacts. It is clear that massive metallic electrodes are play
the role of radiators stabilizing the thermal balance of
system.

An experimental setup has been designed for this p
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pose. With this setup, we can doin situ MR meaurements
while the sample is within the growing solution. Ni nanoco
tacts have been produced electrochemically in a satur
NiSO4 aqueous solution. The electrochemical cell is plac
inside the electromagnet, which provides magnetic fields
to 4.5 kOe. An electrochemical controller based on a bi
tentiostat~Model AFCBP1, Pine Instruments Company! sets
the electrochemical potential at the working electrode a
collects values of dc current between the working electro
and the solution. A measuring system provides a small
current between the working electrodes and collects dat
the resistanceRc of the nanocontact growing between them
A computer controls all systems, provides the negative fe
back during electrochemical growth and stops all elect
chemical process during magnetoresistance measurem
The contact resistance is measured by using either a stan
lock-in technique or normal dc method, in both cases a c
rent of 5 to 100mA was allowed to flow through the contac
Usually it takes 10 min to get the data for one experimen
MR curve.

To demonstrate the local origin of nanocontact MR, w
have made two series of experiments. For the first one,
have prepared the sample in the same manner as describ
previous papers.4 Two Ni wires ~0.1 mm diameter and 5 mm
length! are fixed at a dielectric substrate~see inset of Fig. 1!.
The top of the vertical electrode~WE1 in Inset Fig. 1! is
placed at a distance about 20mm to the central part of the
horizontal electrode~WE2!. A dielectric glue covers the
sample except the top part of the vertical electrode and
central part of the horizontal electrode. Deposition of
takes place on the open part of WE1, which is closest
WE2. When a contact between WE1 and WE2 is detecte
feedback system starts to function and provides a prede
mined value of resistance for the nanocontact. After each
measurement, we set a new valueRset and restart the elec
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trochemical process. It should be emphasized that the e
ing contact is not destroyed and the wires remain unchan
The sample configuration is the same; we just change
cross section of the nanocontact using electrochemical e
ing or deposition. In this manner, we have investigated s
eral nanocontacts with different cross sections but with
same bulk electrodes. If bulk magnetic effects determine
of the nanocontact then we should obtain the same type
the same value of MR for all these measurements.

Experimental results are presented in Fig. 1. One can
the magnetic field dependence of the normalized M
DR/R[ R(H)/Rc 21 corresponding to five different value
of contact resistanceRc , printed near the curves. All curve
are presented with the same scale but with vertical off
Only the data corresponding to 71V resistance have bee
multiplied by 10, and the data for the case of the high
resistanceRc5355V have been multiplied by 100. Th
maximum values of MR 105% and 95% are found forRc

512V and 170V, respectively. Nearly 30% MR was ob
served for a resistance 35V. Very small changes of resis
tance of 2.2% and 0.5% are observed for samples ofRc

571V and 355V, respectively. These very different value
of MR obtained for the same bulk electrodes clearly dem
strate that BMR in ferromagnetic nanocontacts is not de

FIG. 1. Magnetic field dependencies of normalized MRDR/R
[ R(H)/Rc 21 corresponds to five different values of contact resista
Rc , which are printed near the curves. All curves are presented with
same scale~see bar corresponding to 50% MR! but with vertical offset. Only
data corresponding to 71V resistance have been multiplied by 10, and d
corresponding toRc5355V have been multiplied by 100. All data hav
been obtained at onein situ experiment. Sample is schematically presen
in inset. Nanocontact have been electrochemically grown between tw
wire and have been modified to study dependence of MR on the nanoco
cross sections.
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mined by bulk magnetic effects such as magnetostriction
magnetic forces.

Contrarily to the results obtained for mechanically pr
duced atomic size contacts,1,2 we do not observe a clear de
pendence of the MR value with the sample resistance.
most common point of view is that the resistance
quantum7 and classical8 point-contacts is determined by th
smallest diameter of the constriction or by the contact dia
eter, and that the geometrical details on the vicinity of t
contact or the form of the contact are irrelevant. But, as
was demonstrated theoretically,9,10 the geometrical details o
the vicinity of the contact strongly influence the width of th
domain wall captured by the nanocontact and, therefore,2 the
contact form determines the transparency of the domain w
for spin-polarized electrons. It is important to note that t
model of a constrained domain wall developed by Brun9

can not account for the very big BMR in the nanometer s
contacts. Detailed calculations10 show that the domain wal
in the constriction is not one dimensional, as Bruno believ
and that the domain wall width can not be less than
contact diameter. Electron scattering by this domain wal
negligible for nanometers size nanocontact.2,11 Therefore, to
explain a BMR value up to 700%~Ref. 4! in an electro-
chemically grown Ni nanocontact we have to assume that
nanocontact, contains an intrinsic ‘‘dead layer’’ of nonma
netic material. In this case, the exchange interaction is n
ligible and the effective wall width is equal the dead lay
thickness, which can be of atomic dimension. This assum
tion is quite reasonable since many experiments indicate
magnetic films are composed of magnetic grains with n
magnetic grain boundaries.12 In the insets of the Fig. 2, we
present electron-microscope images of the surface of Ni
ers electrodeposited at standard conditions Hv0 @Fig. 2~a!#
and at the external magnetic field 2.5 kOe@Fig. 2~b!#. The
micrograin structure can be seen clearly in both images,
the surface of the film is smoother if electrochemical dep
sition has been done in the presence of magnetic field.

When we change the sample resistance during the e
trochemical growth, we control only the diameter of th
nanocontact. But, for sure, the periodically repeated p
cesses of etching and deposition can vary the shape of th
bridge and the properties of the intrinsic dead layer in
nanocontact. These uncontrolled small variations of the c
tact geometry or local magnetic structures near the con
can influence strongly the MR of the nanocontact with d
ferent diameters, as presented in Fig. 1.

We note that the MR curve for the nanocontact with t
largest diameter~smallest Rc! includes both positive and
negative MR. The transition from positive to negative M
takes place at around 300 Oe. Negative MR may have
possible causes, the first being that several domains
sweeping across the contact,3 and the second that the mag
netization on the opposite side of the contact becomes
ented by the external field. Both origins point to the fact th
the effect is a highly local effect, i.e., the behavior is mos
determined by the magnetization configuration in the pr
imity of the contact rather than in the bulk electrodes.

To eliminate any bulk magnetic effects, we have used
the second experiment Cu or Au electrodes instead of fe
magnetic Ni electrodes. To produce the ferromagnetic na
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contact, the electrochemical deposition has been made in
stages. At a first stage, we deposited a Ni layer~several mi-
cron thickness! on the open part of the horizontal electro
~see inset at Fig. 2!. The second stage was the same as
scribed herein. Deposition has been done on the top of
vertical electrode to get a Ni–Ni nanocontact of a prede
mined resistance. The nanocontact is formed between m
scopic~a few microns! pieces of Ni. In this case, elongatio
due to magnetostriction is less than 1022 nm, which can not
influence the contact of several nanonmeters diameter.

We observed very small MR~less 5%! for most of the
samples prepared in this manner. We believe that this ma
due to a chaotic orientation of the magnetic structure at b
sides of the contact. Contrarily to the case of structures ba
on Ni wires, here there are no bulk magnetic wires to prov
a strong magnetic anisotropy that fixes the easy magn
axes at the vicinity of the nanocontact. Electrochemi
deposition of Ni on the nonmagnetic substrate provides
crograin layers with chaotically oriented magnetic anis
ropy. Therefore, we have no preferred directions at the vic
ity of the nanocontact and the external magnetic field
simultaneously change magnetization at either side of
nanocontact. As a result, the transparency of the nanoco
will be changed weakly by the magnetic field and MR sho

FIG. 2. MR of the Ni–Ni nanocontact grown between the two gold ba
Schema of the sample is presented in inset. First stage deposition of th
on the horizontal wire was made at magnetic field 4 kOe parallel to ax
this bar. MR measurements have been done at magnetic field, whic
parallel to another wire. Electron-microscope images of the electrodepo
Ni layers are presented in inset~a! and~b!. In both cases, electrodepositio
of Ni on the gold has been done at the same condition, just in the cas~b!
external magnetic field 2.5 kOe have been applied during deposition.
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be very small. To solve this problem, we have modified
first stage of Ni deposition. We have deposited nickel at
middle part of the horizontal Au bar under an applied ma
netic field of 4000 Oe along this bar. We hoped that t
external magnetic field would fix magnetic anisotropy a
magnetization of the film grown. During MR measuremen
the magnetic field is along the perpendicular bar and perp
dicular to the easy axis of the Ni film at the horizontal ele
trode. This magnetic field can not change the magnetiza
of the horizontal electrode, but could easily change the m
netic structures near the contact at the vertical bar. In Fig
we present experimental MR measurements for this sam
with a nanocontact of 5 nm diameter, showing values ab
200% MR. These clearly demonstrate that by using an ex
nal magnetic field, we can control and fix the orientation
the magnetic easy axis during electrochemical deposition
a magnetic film on a nonmagnetic substrate.

Finally, we report values of 200% BMR in electrochem
cally deposited ferromagnetic nanocontacts grown betw
microscopic pieces of Ni.In situ experiments have demon
strated that macroscopic magnetic effects are not relevan
determining the BMR of the electrochemically deposited
nanocontacts, but that BMR strongly depends on the lo
magnetic structure near the contact and the local contact
ometry rather than on the contact cross section. Hypoth
of the intrinsic nonmagnetic dead layer in the ferromagne
nanocontact has been proposed to describe the BMR for
nometric size nanocontacts.
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